
 

 

ALPHA-MART: How to Play 
Dear families, 

In Alpha-Mart, your child is practicing identifying initial letter sounds and basic counting skills as you 
race up and down the aisles hoping to be the first to complete your shopping list and get to the 
checkout. You can use the shopping lists included, or make up your own. For an added challenge, 
add more letters to your shopping list. 

Begin at the start, and take turns rolling the die. You can move in either direction during game play, 
but must only move in one direction on a given turn. (Ex: if you roll a 5, you cannot go 3 spaces one 
way, and two the other). If you land on an item that begins with a letter on your list, cross it off. Have 
your child identify the letter sound for all spots, even if the letter is not on their list. 

When all items are crossed off your list, get to the checkout. The first player to make it to the 
checkout is the winner. 

Zebra Ride: The Zebras are not for sale, but if you land on a zebra, take a ride to any spot on the 
board. 

Alternate rules:  

Social Distancing Rule – If you wish to add the social distancing rule, you cannot pass over another 
player. If they are in the same aisle as you, you may need to go the other direction. 

Financial Literacy – Add a cost to your items, and give your child some play money or make some 
paper money. 

 



Alpha-Mart Inventory 
For your convenience, here are the items the store sells, in alphabetic order. 

Aa- apple                Nn- noodles    

Bb- banana             Oo- orange 

Cc- carrot               Pp- pizza 

Dd- doughnut          Qq- quilt 

Ee- egg                    Rr- radish 

Ff- fish                   Ss- sandwich 

Gg- grapes               Tt- tomatoes 

Hh- hotdog               Uu- umbrella 

Ii- icecream              Vv- violin 

Jj- juicebox              Ww- watermelon 

Kk- kiwi                     Xx - xylophone 

Ll- lemon                    Yy- yogurt 

Mm- mustard             Zz – zebra (not for sale) 
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Nathan Reist (Joyful Literacy) 



 BuBBly literacy 
Dear families, 

In this activity, your child will practice rapid automatized naming of 
a range of foundational skills. The great thing about this activity is 
you can use if for practicing letter knowledge, sight words, 
rhyming, word families, etc. based on your child’s needs and 
teacher recommendations.  

For this activity you will need: 

-bubbles 
-cards with targeted skill (optional) 
 
If you choose you can write letters on cards. Have your child pick 
a card and identify the letter. You then blow bubbles and your 
child races to pop as many bubbles as possible, saying either the 
letter name or letter sound every time they pop a bubble. They 
are therefore getting tons of repetition.  If you choose not to use 
cards, you can say a letter and have them pop bubbles well telling 
you the sound. 
 
Alternatively, you sight words, rhyming words, or word families 
instead of letters. 
 
A good rule of thumb is to use the letters/sight words/etc that your 
child has mastered, plus a few extra. For example for a child that 
knows only a few letters of the alphabet, it wouldn’t be great for 
their confidence to start with all 26 letters. Start slow. You can 
always add more as your child masters the skills. 
 
Make Bubbles at home: 
https://www.homesciencetools.com/article/how-to-make-super-bubbles-science-project/ 

Nathan Reist (Joyful Literacy) 



The Great Mystery 

 
OH NO!!!! The family’s cookies have gone missing!! A crime has 
been committed, and we have hired the top detectives in town to 
help solve the mystery. We need your help, and keen 
observational skills to filter through the clues and identify the top 
suspect. 

 

Imagine the feeling of losing the chewiest, chocolatiest cookies 
you could dream of. Please accept our challenge, and bring 
justice to this kitchen catastrophe!  

 

Our detectives have gathered a series of clues, and have brought 
in some prime suspects, along with the items they each had with 
them. Can you use the clues to eliminate suspects until it is clear 
who took the cookies? 

 

We are counting on you! Good luck! Together we will solve the 
GREAT MYSTERY!! 

 

The Bureau of Delicious Investigations 

 

 

 



Note to Parents or Caregivers: 
Welcome to the “Great Mystery”. In this activity, your child 
will have the opportunity to practice some basic 
phonological skills such as identifying beginning and end 
sounds, and rhyming, while also fine tuning their 
observational skills.  

You can either show them the photograph attached, or 
rebuild the interrogation with characters/stuffies in your 
home.  

Read the clues one at a time, while helping your child 
eliminate the innocent suspects. After the last clue, you 
should be left with only one suspect. CASE CLOSED!! 

Cheat Sheet: 

Clue 1: begins with /Bb/ (banana, bib, balloon, ball, ball). 
Eliminate number 2 and number 5. 

Clue 2: begins with /Ss/ (sock, slipper, sunglasses). 
Eliminate number 3 and number 7 

Clue 3: ends with /Tt/ (hat, pot). Eliminate number 1. 

Clue 4: Rhymes with “far” (car). Eliminate number 6. 
Number 4 is the guilty party. 

 

For fun, can you help your child create another crime 
scene and share with their class? What clues can you 
think of? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Clue 1 

At the crime scene, 
there was evidence 
of something that 

starts with the sound 
“/Bb/” Clue 2 

At the crime scene, 
there was evidence 
of something that 

starts with the sound 
“/Ss/” 

Clue 3 

At the crime scene, 
there was evidence 
of something that 

ends with the sound 
“/Tt/” 

Clue 4 

At the crime scene, 
there was evidence 
of something that 

rhymes with  

“far” 
Nathan Reist (Joyful Literacy) 



Parachuting for Literacy 
Dear families, 

In this activity, your child will practice either letter 
knowledge or mastery of sight words while playing with a 
homemade parachute.  

What will you need: 

-A Plastic bag  
-Scissors  
-String or ribbon 
-A light weight (such as a Lego person, or anything else) 
 
Instructions: 
Cut a square out of the plastic bag. You want to try to get 
a larger square if possible. Put a hole in each corner of the 
square and tie a piece of string or ribbon through each 
hole. Tie the other ends of the strings/ribbon to your light 
weight. You are now ready for some parachuting. 
 
Create targets on the ground using pieces of paper, chalk, 
or whatever you can find. Toss your parachute from height 
(could be off a deck, down a hill, from a chair, etc). Just 
remember to be safe when choosing launching point. If 
your parachute lands on a letter/sight word, practice 
identifying the name or sound of the letter, or the word. 
For an added challenge, if doing sight words, have your 
child make a sentence using the word. 
 
                                                                   Nathan Reist (Joyful Literacy) 



 Soaking Literacy 
Dear families, 

With June, and well… our summer months on their way, we will 
begin to experience some warmer weather. With a raise in 
temperature comes the sight of children running through 
sprinklers or having water fights. Well, why not add in some 
literacy fun! 

For this activity you will need: 

-water gun or clean spray bottle 
-water 
-paper 
-Pencil, or felt, etc 
-Tape or string 
 
Print some letters or sight words on paper, based on the skills 
your child is working on, or by recommendation of your classroom 
teacher. Use tape or string to hang up the letters/words around 
the yard or an outdoor area where you can social distance safely. 
 
On separate cards or small pieces of paper, print the same sight 
words or letters, and put them in a pile. With your child’s spray 
device fully loaded with water, you are now ready for some 
splashing fun! 
 
Have your child flip a card, identify the letter, letter sound, or sight 
word and race to find the matching paper in the yard. They then 
blast it with a couple squirts of water before returning and flipping 
another card. 
 
For added fun, make it a timed game, or add an obstacle 
component. 

Nathan Reist (Joyful Literacy) 
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